
BBC’s Make it Digital tour to visit Hull 
 
BBC Learning and BBC English Regions are joining up this summer to bring the 
BBC’s Make it Digital tour to Hull on 5 and 6 of September at The Freedom Festival 
on Queen’s Gardens.   
 
Unveiled in March this year, Make it Digital is the BBC’s flagship education focus for 

2015, a major UK‐wide initiative to inspire a new generation to get creative with 
coding, programming and digital technology. The BBC’s Make it Digital tour aims to 
put digital creativity in the spotlight like never before, and help build the nation’s 
digital skills through a series of free events across the country. 
 
Aiming to inspire audiences to learn about digital, alongside some of the BBC’s best 
loved brands and live broadcasts, each event consists of:  
 
BBC Weather Zone will introduce visitors to the basics of coding by allowing them to 
code the weather using the variables found in the jet stream. Some lucky visitors to 
the event could also get the chance to present the weather with Look North’s Keeley 
Donovan. 
 
Doctor Who Zone offers the chance to get to grips with coding by programming The 
Doctor’s arch enemy, the Daleks. On their quest to retrieve the Orb of Fates, children 
are encouraged to become a live Dalek, shoot a Cyberman, then drop the 
drawbridge, before attempting to tackle the devious Dalek maze as part of the BBC’s 
Doctor and the Dalek game.  
 
BBC English Regions Bus – from where BBC Radio Humberside will be 
broadcasting live, as well as offering a behind the scenes peep at how the digital 
world has revolutionised broadcasting.  
 
Digital Discovery Zone is a celebration of digital past, present and future and 
chronicles the digital story from the first computers to tablets; from Morse code to 
mobile phones. Local experts and companies will also be on hand to showcase their 
own digital discoveries and innovations.  
 
Visitors can walk into a virtual reality experience courtesy of The University of Hull’s 
HIVE department (Hull Immersive Visualisation Environment). Using innovative 
headsets they can experience how researchers use gaming technology in 
commercial and training contexts. Those who want to board the North Sea boat can 
test their strengths in varying weather conditions and Brough based BAE Systems 
will be hosting a series of demonstrations to explore whether computers are smarter 
than humans.  

Sinead Rocks, Head of BBC Learning, says: “This tour is an important part of BBC 
Learning’s contribution to the Make it Digital initiative. With it being aimed at a wide 
age range it’s a great opportunity for both young and older to get to grips with the 
idea of what digital and coding is all about. 
 



“By using popular TV programmes such as Doctor Who and the Weather, we hope 
to demystify the digital world for the thousands of people we will meet face to face 
across the summer.  This will all be backed up by iWonder guides and school 
activities as we move into the autumn.” 
 
BBC’s Make it Digital will be part of this year’s Freedom Festival in Hull on 5th and 6th 
of September on Queen’s Gardens.   
 

For more information about Make it Digital visit www.bbc.co.uk/makeitdigital . 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/makeitdigital

